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Microdroplet deposition is a promising technology spanning applications from tissue engineering
to microelectronics. New high-speed imaging measurements reveal that sequential linear deposition
of overlapping droplets leads to striking non-uniform morphologies for moderate contact angles. A
simple physical model confirms that surface tension causes the droplets to merge, contact-angle
hysteresis underlies the initial non-uniformity, but viscous effects cause subsequent periodic bulges.
We find excellent agreement between the experiments and model, which captures the dynamics drop
by drop.

Impacts of fluid droplets are ubiquitous, yet remain
poorly understood owing to the inherently multiscale na-
ture of the underlying physical processes [1]. A rapid
succession of drop impacts creates complex drop-scale in-
teractions, but atomic-scale phenomena govern fluid im-
pact and spreading on solid substrates, which means that
the overall behaviour is crucially dependent on droplet
size. Although micro-scale droplet impact presents par-
ticular technical challenges in drop creation and imaging
[2], the prospect of high precision delivery of multiple
micro-droplets is of great interest for additive manufac-
turing, from tissue engineering to multi-layer electronic
components [3]. These applications deliver material via
carrier fluid which eventually evaporates or solidifies, but
careful control of the initial fluid morphology is necessary
to yield a geometrically precise product.

In this letter, we use experiments and simple physical
models to understand a fundamental process in multiple
micro-droplet impacts: the consecutive deposition of a
line of equally spaced, overlapping droplets onto a solid
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FIG. 1: (a) Schematic diagram showing a side view of the ex-
perimental apparatus. (b) Typical top view of the deposited
liquid, which wets a two-dimensional region of the substrate
which we call the fluid footprint. The boundary of the foot-
print is the contact line, where air, fluid and substrate meet.
(c) Typical snapshot of our high-speed images of the deposited
liquid, showing the side view and also the reflection of the de-
posited fluid. We use edge-detection algorithms on side-view
images such as (c) to determine the profile height, yielding
the side-view profiles shown in Fig. 2.

substrate. Our specific concern is the initial dynamics,
which is dominated by the development of a large pri-
mary bulge at the start of the line (Fig. 1b, c). The
initial dynamics is directly relevant when using ink-jet
technology to print polymer organic light-emitting diode
(p-OLED) displays [4, 5] because a short, continuous,
uniform line of polymer is required for each pixel. This
problem is quite distinct from previous studies of periodic
instabilities of uniform lines of fluid [6–8] because sequen-
tial printing of a short line introduces significant end ef-
fects. In a related analysis, [9] showed that the existence
of one bulge typically leads to further bulge formation
through a viscous mechanism, but did not explain the
origin of the initial bulge. Indeed, these previous stud-
ies all make a priori assumptions about the initial fluid
morphology that are not appropriate for short lines.

After the initial impact, fluid redistribution on the
solid substrate requires motion of the contact line, which
is problematic from a theoretical viewpoint [10] because
the classical continuum model leads to a stress singu-
larity [11]. In sequential deposition, impact is usually
near the contact line of the previously deposited fluid,
offering few simplifications. Nonetheless, direct 3-D nu-
merical simulations of the process are available for up to
four successive printed drops [12–14] but these are com-
putationally intensive and rapidly become infeasible for
longer printed lines.

We find that the detailed drop-by-drop fluid morphol-
ogy can be quantitatively predicted by models invoking
surprisingly few physical mechanisms: surface tension
and contact line hysteresis alone predict primary head
formation; while secondary bulges require the presence
of fluid viscosity. The excellent quantitative agreement
between our experimental and theoretical results is all
the more remarkable given our use of two significant sim-
plifications: we use a very simple model for contact line
motion, and furthermore we combine all the detailed dy-
namics of droplet impact into a single parameter, which
we can measure experimentally.
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FIG. 2: Side-view profiles of the deposited liquid extracted
from images such as Fig. 1c just before each new drop is
printed. The sequences in (a)-(d) are for different values of
the drop spacing ∆x, achieved by changing the horizontal
head speed v, showing profiles for the first 64, 38, 27 and
20 drops respectively. In this figure only, the height scale is
expanded for ease of visibility. We define N as the number
of printed drops. In each sequence we have marked profiles
at N1 (dashed black line), where the side profile is no longer
convex and N2 (solid black line), where the side profile first
develops a second local maximum.

Our experiments were performed at Cambridge Dis-
play Technology, where a Photron Fastcam SA5 digital
high speed camera was used to record back-lit images of
the fluid side profile at 100,000 fps (Fig. 1). Each new
drop merges very quickly with the deposited fluid; no
splashing, oscillations or satellite drop formation is dis-
cernible at this frame rate. These images show the fluid
morphology on a drop-by-drop basis (Fig. 2) and allow
us to quantify the response after each drop is deposited
(Fig. 3).

A piezo-electric drop-on-demand ink-jet print head
produced drops with volume V0 = 4.6 ± 0.3 pL at a de-
position frequency f = 540 Hz. The drop spacing was
controlled by varying the horizontal printhead speed v in
the range 2.5 − 50 mm s−1. At impact, the drops have
vertical speed 2.2 m s−1 and are close to spherical, with
radius Rf = 10.3µm. The fluid has dynamic viscosity
µ = 6.25 mPa s, density ρ = 1.066 × 103 kg m−3 and
surface tension σ = 44 mN m−1.

The line morphology is strongly dependent on the drop
spacing ∆x = v/f , defined as the distance between the
centres of two successive drops. At small drop spacing, an
initial wide bulge or ‘primary head’ develops at the start
of the line, followed by a sequence of secondary bulges.
For increasing drop spacing, both primary head and sec-
ondary bulges become progressively less pronounced, un-
til the spacing is sufficient for disconnected islands to
form. The number of drops forming these islands also
tends to decrease with increasing drop spacing, but their
precise morphology is extremely sensitive to small per-
turbations. Here, we concentrate on small drop spacing
and, hence, robust morphology (Fig. 2).

For a drop lying on the substrate, the fluid configura-
tion with minimum energy is a spherical cap with con-
stant contact angle θ. The persistence of non-spherical
interfaces long after deposition is a consequence of con-
tact angle hysteresis, which occurs on nearly all sub-
strates due to the presence of surface defects. Hysteresis
can be further enhanced for liquids containing suspen-
sions, due to the coffee-ring effect [15]. When including
hysteresis, a stationary contact line is possible whenever
θR < θ < θA, where θA is the advancing angle and θR is
the receding angle.

The substrate is ozone-treated, indium-tin oxide (ITO)
coated glass, for which θA increases with age. When θA

is very low, the fluid spreads into a wide, circular pud-
dle which is sufficiently thin that variations in the layer
height are within the tolerance of 1 pixel = 1.13µm. In
this letter, we restrict our attention to an “aged” sub-
strate for which θA ≈ 50 ± 2◦ and θR < 4◦, and our
images reveal significant non-uniformity in the fluid pro-
file (Fig. 1c). The contact-line radius Rc = 18.0±0.2µm
of a single drop at rest on the substrate is controlled
by θA. We define a dimensionless separation parame-
ter δ = ∆x/(2Rc). If δ = 0, the drops are deposited
concentrically; if δ ' 1, the drops do not come into di-
rect contact on the substrate but might interact through
vapour-based mechanisms [8].

Fig. 2 shows superimposed side profiles from just be-
fore each new drop is printed; and N is the number of
deposited drops. The first few drops merge into a sin-
gle bulge that is approximately elliptical when viewed
from above. At N = N1 an elongated shallow rivulet
forms connecting a primary head to the moving depo-
sition point and the profile is no longer convex. At
N = N2, the profile develops a second local maximum,
corresponding to a secondary bulge in the top view (Fig
1b); the primary head stops growing some time after the
secondary bulge begins to form. For all δ, a large pri-
mary head forms near the start of the line, which moves
very little after the first few drop impacts.

We analyse the time variation of the profile following
the deposition of each new drop. Fig. 3 shows timescales
T (N) obtained by fitting an exponential decay to the
area of the side profile (Fig. 1c), and a measure ε of the
error associated with this fit. [21]. If ε = 0, the curve is
a perfect exponential, and ε = 1 is a straight line with
no characteristic timescale. In each sequence, T is much
smaller than the printing period Tp = 1/f for the first
few drops, but soon becomes comparable to Tp. A single
physical mechanism close to equilibrium would lead to
exponential decay (ε ≈ 0). We observe that N1 coincides
with a local maximum in ε, suggesting multiple mecha-
nisms acting on similar timescales, while N2 is close to a
minimum in ε, suggesting a single dominant mechanism.

We formulate a simple physical model by treating the
system as a free boundary problem for the contact line,
thus incorporating both drop-scale and line-scale dynam-
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FIG. 3: Timescale T (dark circles) characterising the decay of
the total area of the fluid side view (Fig. 1c) after each drop
deposition in printing of the lines (a)-(d) shown in Fig. 2, and
an error measure ε associated with fitting T (light squares),
both plotted on a logarithmic scale. An extended rivulet first
appears at N = N1 and a second bulge at N = N2. The
horizontal line indicates the time interval Tp = 1/f between
printed drops.

ics, but we avoid the singularity by restricting our anal-
ysis to ‘quasi-static’ spreading. In this regime, the only
viscous dissipation occurs very close to the contact line;
and the interface shape is the same as if the contact line
were static. We assume a simple piecewise-linear spread-
ing law for the contact line speed U , where the receding
contact angle is taken to be zero:

U(θ) =

{
(θ − θA)U0, for θ > θA,

0, for θ < θA.
(1)

Based on our goniometer measurements [22], U0 =
0.01 m s−1 rad−1. We note that the commonly-used Cox-
Voinov law [10] would give U0 ≈ 0.3 m s−1 rad−1, but we
have confirmed that our results are only weakly depen-
dent on U0.

We use thin-film, incompressible, fluid mechanics to
describe the drop-scale motion, and introduce Cartesian
coordinates such that the fluid lies in the region z = 0
(the substrate) to z = h(x, y) (the interface). We define
the footprint Ω(t) to be the two-dimensional region where
fluid and substrate meet. We consider two distinct cases:
(i) surface tension is so strong that the fluid pressure p is
constant and the fluid is effectively inviscid; (ii) pressure
variations within the footprint drive a net flow resisted
by viscosity.

In the inviscid case, the height profile h(x, y) is gov-
erned by linear equations for a fixed footprint Ω:

p(t) = −σ∇2h for (x, y) ∈ Ω, V =
∫

Ω

hdxdy, (2)

where the ratio between pressure p(t) and surface tension
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FIG. 4: Superimposed contact line positions (solid lines) and
final side-view profile (shaded) for the 2-D inviscid model,
with parameters in (a)-(d) matching Fig. 2. All lengths are
scaled on Rc. Scalloping is visible along the edges of the
rivulet in (c) and (d), similar to experimental top views [17,
18].

σ is treated as an unknown used to enforce the volume
constraint. By definition h = 0 on the boundary of Ω.
We allow the footprint boundary to spread outwards with
normal velocity U(θ), where θ ≡ −n · ∇h and n is the
local outward unit normal to Ω [23].

The presence of contact-angle hysteresis means that
the final resting state depends on the initial conditions,
which are chosen to approximate successive drop deposi-
tion in the x direction. When a new drop is printed, its
volume V0 is distributed over a circular region of radius
Rp offset by ∆x from the previous drop. The footprint
Ω is then the union of all wetted regions and we incre-
ment the total volume accordingly. We solve equation
(2), coupled to the spreading law (1) through a kinematic
boundary condition, numerically using the finite-element
library oomph-lib [16].

For the first drop, we set Rp = Rc, the resting radius
of a single drop, but we approximate the detailed (fast)
impact dynamics of subsequent drops by letting Rp =
φRc. Detailed studies of impact dynamics when N = 2
have shown that φ can take a wide range of values [13, 14].
Nonetheless, our experimental measurements of contact
line displacement in Fig. 2 show that beyond the first
few drops, φ = 0.70 ± 0.02 [24]; this value varies little
with N and δ after the first few drops.

Top and side view results from the inviscid model are
shown in Fig. 4. For each δ, the sequence features a
growing primary head that connects to a long, shallow
rivulet extending to the deposition point. The general
behaviour of the primary head is similar to the experi-
mental images, with the head being most pronounced for
small δ. In contrast to the experiments, however, there
is no secondary bulge formation for any δ.

Justified by the short response timescales after the first
few drops (Fig. 3), in this model we wait for the con-
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FIG. 5: Superimposed contact line positions (solid lines) and
final side-view profile (shaded) for the viscous model, with
parameters in (a)-(d) matching Fig. 2. All lengths are scaled
on Rc.

tact line to come to rest before printing the next drop,
which renders the results independent of U0. We have
checked that neither a shorter printing interval nor a non-
zero receding angle leads to secondary bulge formation.
However, a non-zero receding angle causes very elongated
rivulets to retract towards the primary head. Sufficient
retraction prevents new drops from overlapping the exist-
ing fluid, which leads to formation of a new line. This re-
traction mechanism, rather than the breakup of a longer
line, may cause the regular disconnected islands of fluid
observed by [9] and also in our experiments at large drop
spacing.

Secondary bulge formation requires viscous resistance
to fluid transport within the drop footprint. We use a
1-D viscous lubrication model for contact lines at y =
±W (x, t), assuming that W varies slowly with x. The
interface adopts a parabolic shape

h(x, y, t) = H(x, t)
(

1− y2

W (x, t)2

)
, (3)

and the pressure is a function only of x. The fluid trans-
port is governed by

∂

∂t
(HW )− ∂

∂x

(
8

35µ
H3W

∂P

∂x

)
= 0, (4)

where P (x, t) = −σ∇2h|y=0 is the centreline pressure.
As in the inviscid model, contact line motion is driven
by the spreading law [25]. The deposition of successive
drops is approximated in a similar manner to the invis-
cid model. In order to allow unhindered competition be-
tween drop arrival, viscous transport and contact line
spreading, we no longer wait for the contact line to come
to rest between drops and instead fix the printing time
interval at 1/f .

Top and side view results from the viscous model are
shown in Fig. 5. Initially, viscous resistance has little
effect on the morphology, but a secondary bulge does
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FIG. 6: Maximum height of the primary head and second
bulge, and minimum rivulet height, for experimental results
from Fig. 2 (shown with error bars) and 1-D viscous results
from Fig. 5 (solid lines). Parameters in (a)-(d) match Fig. 2.

always appear for large N . The secondary bulge develops
several drop lengths behind the rivulet tip, migrating to
slightly larger x as more drops are printed. The primary
head grows very slowly as the second bulge forms.

Drop-by-drop comparison of characteristic profile
heights (Fig. 6) shows that the numerical and experi-
mental results are in excellent agreement for both the
primary head and secondary bulge. Bulge formation is
not qualitatively affected by φ, but decreasing φ would
reduce wetted area, yield taller structures, and increase
fluid mobility as a result of the increased contact angle.

When a line of equally-spaced drops is printed at low
enough frequency that fluid has time to spread between
drops, the formation of a primary head is unavoidable.
The primary head dominates the morphology for short
lines, and can be well predicted using the inviscid model
(Fig. 4). Once formed, the primary head fundamentally
alters later dynamics because the resulting capillary pres-
sure gradient modifies the internal fluid flow. For ex-
ample, Fig. 2(d) should lie in a stable printing regime
according to a uniform line analysis [8], but yet has a
pronounced primary head and second bulge.

In order to avoid any bulging instabilities, the primary
head must be suppressed. Beside a reduction to spread-
ing contact angles, which would prohibit the printing
of narrow lines, one method is to print at frequencies
comparable to fluid redistribution timescales [8]. How-
ever, this presents technical limitations as the required
frequency increases as the drop size decreases. Alterna-
tively for longer lines, decreasing the printing frequency
moves the fluid morphology towards the inviscid limit
of a large primary head connected to the (desired) long
shallow rivulet, but secondary bulge formation cannot
be delayed indefinitely. Increasing drop spacing reduces
bulge definition, but becomes liable to drop-size scallop-
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ing visible in the top view. The most promising solution
may be to alter the printing order or spacing of the initial
drops. In the related problem of printing rectangular ar-
rays from multiple lines, unwanted effects of the primary
bulge can be substantially reduced by carefully choosing
the order and direction for printing each line [19, 20].

The broad formulation of the viscous model already
provides a rich system, with simulations for uniform
printing of very long lines predicting non-periodic mor-
phology. Moreover, the model can be extended to include
additional physical effects such as evaporation, substrate
topography or wettability variations, and adapted to ac-
count for larger contact angles or other forms of spreading
law. Further experiments are required to establish the
full range of validity of our model. However, due to its
robustness, accuracy and flexibility, we are confident that
closely-related models can be developed to provide phys-
ical insight and predictive power for significantly more
complex systems.
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